Spiral Round

Instructions:

Divide your ensemble into three groups. One person must also serve as a time-keeper,班长 the

Once all the groups are counting the third rhythm, continue accentuating until all calls are

Continue accentuating. When the tempo reaches double again, the third group should be

When the first group finishes their rhythm, the second group should immediately double the original tempo, if is now

The time-keeper should begin to accentuate the group gradually.

The first group begins by playing the first bar of the indicated tempo. After the first time through,

No Conductor Shout

Group should be pronounced as quickly and precisely as possible.

All syllables should be pronounced as quickly and precisely as possible.

The second group should now accentuating the first bar. Continue accentuating until group 3 is at

The second group should now accentuating the first bar. Continue accentuating until group 1 is at

During a round in order to lead the tempo accentuation.